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1. INTRODUCTION 
A group G is said to satisfy 9Xc (the minimal condition on centralizers) if
whenever H i (i ~ N) is an ascending series of subgroups of G, then the des. 
cending series Ca(Hi) becomes constant after finitely many terms. If  rr is a se 
of primes and ~' is the complementary set, then G is said to satisfy 9J~c ~ if 
whenever H i (i ~ ~) is an ascending series of ~r-subgroups of G and K is ." 
~'-subgroup of G, then the series CK(Hi) becomes constant after finitely mare 
terms. 
We shall denote the set of Sylow ~r-subgroups of G (that is, the maxima 
~-subgroups of G) by Syl=(G), and we say that G satisfies Con(~r), if the member'. 
of Syl~(G) are conjugate in G. In [1], Bryant and Hartley proved that, for periodiq 
locally soluble groups G, 9J~, implies Con(Tr) for all ~. In Lemma 1.5 of thq 
same paper, they showed that, if G is a w-separable locally finite group satisfyint 
9J~o = and 9Jt~', then G satisfies Con(~) and Con(='). 
The object of this note is to extend the scope of this lemma, and to prove : 
converse. We shall assume that G is periodic locally soluble rather than ~r-sepa 
rable, and deduce 7r-separability as a consequence. By choosing an example ii 
which G has a normal Sylow ~r-subgroup, it is easily seen that Con(~r) need no 
imply 9Jtc =, but, by replacing 9~, ~ by a slightly weaker condition, we can obtail 
a converse result. 
Specifically, we say that G satisfies (*~), if the following is true. Whenever H 
(i ~ M) is an ascending series of finite ~-subgroups of G and K~ (i E ~)  is ', 
descending series of ~r'-subgroups of G with Hi _C N(Ki) for all i, then, fo 
all sufficiently large n, we have CK,+I(H~) ~ CK,+I(H~+x). It is clear that i 
G satisfies 9X, =, then it satisfies (*~). We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a periodic locally soluble group or a ,r-separable locall' 
finite group. Then 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
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(i) G satisfies (*rr) and (*~r'); 
(ii) all subgroups of G satisfy Con(Tr) and Con(~r'); 
(b) I f  these conditions are fulfilled and G is locally soluble, then 
G/O~( G)O~,( G) is metabelian-by-finite. In particular, G is ~r-separable. 
As 93~ = implies (**r), we have the following corollary, which extends Lemma 
1.5 of [1]. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a periodic locally soluble group satisfying 9J~ ~ and 9X~'. 
Then G satisfies Con(Tr) and Con(Tr') and G is 7r-separable. 
When we prove that (ii) implies (i) in the theorem, we shall in fact prove that, 
if all subgroups of G satisfy Con(rr), then G satisfies (*Tr). Unfortunately, the 
converse of this is false. In Section 3, we shall give an example of a group G 
with G ~ Oa,2,~(G), such that G satisfies 9J~c ~ but not Con(~r), for ~r - {3}. The 
theorem may be true under the weaker hypothesis that G is locally finite and 
locally ~r-separable (all periodic locally soluble groups are locally finite). 
The proof of the theorem depends almost entirely on the results and arguments 
used in Hartley's paper [3]. We shall now list the principle results from this 
paper that we shall be quoting. G is said to be Sylow ~r-sparse if, for all countable 
subgroups H of G, we have ] Syl~(H)] < 2 ~0. This is clearly the case if H 
satisfies Con(~r), because any conjugacy class of subgroups in a countable group. 
is countable. From now on, we shall assume that all groups under consideration 
are locally finite. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Theorem B of [3]). I f  G is ~-separable and Sylow rr-sparse, 
then all subgroups of G satisfy Con(~r). 
PROPOSITION 2. (Theorem D of [3]). I f  G is locally soluble, Sylow 7r-sparse 
and Sylow ~r'-sparse, then G/O~( G) O~,( G) is metabelian-by-finite. 
PROPOSITION 3 (Corollary 3.4 of [3]). I f  G is locally ~r-soluble and aIl abelian 
w-subgroups ofG have finite rank, then G/O~,~,(G) is finite. 
Observe that part (b) of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Propo- 
dtion 2, so we need only prove part (a). It is also worth observing that if G is 
zountable and satisfies Con(~r), then [Syl~(G)I < 2 eo, which implies that 
SyI~(H)I < 2 ~0 for all H C G, and so G is Sylow ~r-sparse. If, in addition, (7 is 
locally soluble and satisfies Con(~r'), then it follows from Proposition 2 that G 
s ~r-separable, and then from Proposition 1 that all subgroups of G satisfy 
Eon(~) and similarly Con(Tr'). Thus, if G is countable, then in the proof of 
'(ii) implies (i)" of the theorem, it would be sufficient o assume that G satisfies 
2on(~r) and Con(~r'). 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
As we observed above, we need only prove part (a). Suppose first that a: 
subgroups of G satisfy Con(it). Then G is Sylow ~r-sparse. Let Hi and Ki be a 
in the definition of (*Tr). I f  (*~r) is false for this choice of Hi and Ki ,  then, b 
omitting some of the terms in the series {Hi} and {Ki}, we may assume th~ 
CK,+I(H~) :/: CK,+I(H,,+I), for all n. Thus, for all n, there exists g~+l 6 Kn+l 
with gn+l e C(H~) - -  C(H~+ 0. We consider the set ~ of sequences of elemenl 
of G of the following type. X e S~, if and only if X = {k~ I n e t~}, whei 
k 1~ land,  fo reachn~ 1, k~=g~ork~= 1. Then lSa l  =2~° .ForX~9 
we define HJ  = H~ "~.-~'''k~. As k~+ 16 C(Hn), we have H** x C_ H~+l ,x  for all 
and so I.)n~N H~ x is a ,r-group. Put H = (H~,  g~+l [ n ~ ~1) and let H x be 
maximal ~r-subgroup of H containing this union. We claim that if Y ~ 6 p wit 
X :/: Y, then H x ~= H r. This will prove that I Syl~(H)I ~ 2 g°, which is 
contradiction because G is Sylow ~r-sparse. Thus G satisfies (*Tr), which prow 
that (ii) implies (i). 
Suppose that Y ~ {l. I n e ~}, where l 1 = 1 and, for n ~ 1, l. ~ gn or 
and let n be minimal subject to l.+ 1 v a k.+ 1 . We may suppose that k.+ 1 
and 1~+ 1 = g~+l. As g~+l e K~+ 1 --C(H~+I) and H~+ 1_C N(K~+0, we ha, 
gn+~ ¢ I~I(H,~+I), and H,~ x Hf f  but HX+~ :/= v = H~+ 1. Putting h = k,~k~_ 1 "" k 
we have 
x H r+~) = H a H~"_+~ a) C (H +IK +~) ~. <H;+l , < n+l' + -- 
As Hn+l is a maximal ~r-subgroup of (Hn+lKn+l) h, x Y Hn+l) cannot (H~+I , be 
~r-group, and so H x v~ H r, as required. 
From now on, we assume condition (i) of the theorem and attempt to prove (i 
Suppose we can prove (ii) when G is countable. Then, if G is arbitrary, (ii) 
valid in all countable subgroups of G, and so G is Sylow ~r-sparse and Syk 
,r'-sparse. I f G is locally soluble, then it is ~r-separable by Proposition 2, and so 
is ~r-separable in any case, and now Proposition 1 implies that (ii) is valid in, 
Thus we may assume that G is countable. 
LEMMa 1. Suppose G = O==,(G). Then O~(G) has a complement in G, a 
all such complements are conjugate. (N.B.: This is essentially the same as Theor~ 
1.2 of [1]). 
Proof. Let bars denote images modulo O~(G). As G is countable, we c 
write G = ~J Gi ,  where Gi is finite, and Gi C Gi+l for all i. Let G* be t 
complete inverse image of Gi in G. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, 0~( 
has a complement Gi in G*, and we can choose these such that Gi C _ G 
for all i. Then K :=  U Gi is a complement of O~(G) in G. Let K '  = U G~ 
another such complement. Again, by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem (and 1 
solubility of groups of odd order), Gt and G' i are conjugate in G*, and so, for al 
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there existsgi e O,~(G) with G~, = G~. Thus, for all i, gig711 ~ N(Gi) (30,,(G) C 
C(Gi). By (*~r') applied with Hi = Gi and Ki = O,~(G) for all i, there exists n 
such that C(Gi) n O,,(G) C C(Gi+~) n O,,(G), for all i ~> n. Thus, for all 
i ) n, we have gig-~ ~ C(G~+~), and hence G~ = G~+ 1. Thus G~- = G~ for 
all i ) n, and so Kg, = K',  as required. 
LEMMA 2. GlOw(G) and G/O~,(G) satisfy (*vr) and (*Tr'). 
Proof. Let bars denote images modulo O~(G). Let Hi and K i be subgroups 
of (~ satisfying the hypotheses of (*~-), with complete inverse images H*, Ki*. 
Then O,(G) has a complement K 1 in K*, and then K i :=  K 1 ~ K* is a com- 
plement of O,(G) in Ki* , and K i D_ Ki+ 1 for all i. By Lemma 1, we can apply the 
Frattini argument to the normal subgroup K* of Ki*Hi* , and deduce that/~i = 
Nn?(Ki). As Hi _C Eri+ 1 _C N(K-i+I) , we have N/G.(Ki) _C N(Ki+I) , and so we can 
choose a series of finite subgroups H i of G with Hi* -~ O=(G) Hi,  H i C Hi+ 1 
and H i C N(Ki), for all i. We_have CK,(Hi) ~ CK,(Hi) and, as (%r) is valid in G, 
we deduce that it is valid in G. 
Now suppose that H i and K" i satisfy the hypotheses of (*~r') (so the/qr i are 
It'-subgroups and the K i are ~-groups), and let Hi*, K*  be as before. Let H i be 
a complement of O~(G) in Hi*, where H, C_ Hi+l for all i. By the Frattini argu- 
ment applied to the normal subgroup H~* of H~*_/~, where /~  is the inverse 
image of Cg,(/7~) in G, we deduce that Cg,(H,) ~- CK.(H,) and, by applying 
(*It') in G to the action of Hi on K*, we deduce that (*~') is valid in G. Thus 
(*~) and (*Tr') are valid in G/OF(G ) and, similarly, they are valid in G/O~,(G). | 
We now define subgroups On(G) by O°(G) ~ 1, O~(G) ~ O~,( i) ,  O~(G) 
O~,~.(G), etc. G is zr-separable if and only if On(G) = G for some n. 
LEMMA 3. (ii) holds if G is ~r-separable. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient o prove that G satisfies Con(~r). We use induc- 
tion on n, where n is minimal subject o On(G) ~- G. I f  n ~-  0 ,  then G ~ 1 and 
the result is clear. I fH  ~ SyI~(G), then O~(G) C Hand H/OF(G) E Syl~(G/O~(G)), 
so it is sufficient to prove the Lemma in GlOw(G). Thus we may suppose OF(G ) z 
1. Let H, K ~ Syl~(G), and let G z G/O~,(G). Suppose H C L with/~ a ~r- 
group, and let H* and L* be their inverse images in G. By Lemma 1, O~,(G) 
has a complement L in L*, and then L (3 H* is a complement of O~,(G) in H*, 
which is conjugate to H. Thus L ---- H* c3 L, and so H =/~, and H, K ~ Syl~(G). 
By induction, H and K are conjugate in G, and so we may assume that H --~ K. 
Now H and K are conjugate by Lemma 1. | 
From now on, we may assume that G is locally soluble. 
LEMMA 4. On(G) = On+l(G) for some n. 
481/65/2-6 
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Proof. By Lemma 3, O~(G) is Sylow 77-sparse and Sylow 77'-sparse for all 1 
and so, by Proposition 2, On(G)/Oa(G) is finite for all n >/3.  By Theorem 6.3 
of [2, p. 228], we have 
C(04(G)/O3(G)) c~ O,(G)/O3(G) C_ 04(G)/O3(G), 
and hence [O"(G)/O3(G)I is bounded by ] 04(G)/Oa(G)IIAut(O~(G)/O3(G) 
and the result follows. 
I f  we choose n as in Lemma 4, then O~,(G/On(G)) = 1 and, by Lemma : 
(*77) and (*77') are valid in G/O~(G). To complete the proof of the theorem, 
therefore suffices to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  G is a nontrivial periodic locally soluble group satisfyil 
(*77) and ('77'), then O~,(G) -#- 1. 
Proof. I f  the result is false, then O~(G) = O=,(G) = l, and so G is infinit 
By Proposition 3, G has an abelian 77-subgroup A of infinite rank. We need ol 
more lemma (which is essentially Lemma 3.6 of [3]). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose G = ~ Gi (i e N), where Gi C_ Gi+l and Gi is tim 
for all i, let A be an abelian 77-subgroup ofG of infinite rank, and put Ai = A n G 
Let Ki (i ~ N) be 77'-subgroups of G, such that Ki ~- Ki+l and Ai C_ N(Ki) for all 
Then the rank of Ai/CA~(Ki) is bounded as a function of i. 
Proof. Suppose not. First suppose that, for some k ~ 0 and subgroups~ 
of Ki with Ai C N(Li) for all i, Ak has some subgroup D such that the rank 
Ai/CA~(EL~(D)) is unbounded as a function of i. Choose D to be a maxim 
subgroup of Ak with this property. We claim that A~/D is cyclic. I f  not, then 
can apply Theorem 6.2.4 of [2, p. 225] to the action of Ak/D on CL~(D) f 
i ~ k, and deduce that 
CL,(D) = (CL,(D*) I D C D* _C Ak). 
(N.B. The statement of this theorem in [2] applies to finite groups, but it is n 
difficult to see that it remains true when CL~(D) is locally finite.) Thus, f 
i ~ k, we have 
C~,(C~,(D)) = N CA,(C~,(D*)). 
DCD*C_A. 
As there are only finitely many choices for D*, the rank of Ai[CA~(CL~(D ~ 
must be unbounded for some such D*, contrary to the choice of D. Thus Akj 
is cyclic, as claimed. 
We now define elements x i ~ A and integers ni (i >~ 0), such that, if B~- 
(x 0 ,..., xj) and Kit = CK~(B~), then 
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(i) Bj_C A,~ ( j  ~ 0); 
(ii) K~,j-1 D K,j,j ( j  > 0); and 
(iii) for all j  ~ 0, the rank of Ai/CA~(Ki~) is unbounded as a function of i. 
As (ii) contradicts the condition (*9) applied to the action of Bi on K,~,, this 
will complete the proof of the lemma. 
Put x 0 = 1 and n o = 1. Then Kio = Ki, and so (i) and (iii) hold for j ~ 0. 
Suppose that we have found x 0 ,..., x k and n o ,..., nk, such that (i), (ii), and (iii) 
hold for j ~ k. By (iii), there exists nk+l ~ nk, such that A%+J(C(K,~+I.k) n 
A%+1) is not cyclic. Again by (iii), A%+ 1 has a subgroup D (for example, D = 1), 
such that the rank of Ai/CA~(Cx**(D)) is unbounded as a function of i, and, as 
we proved above, if D is a maximal subgroup with this property, then A%+jD 
is cyclic. Thus there exists xk+l 6 D -- C(K%+vk ). Now (i) holds for j ~ k + 1 
and (ii) holds, because Kn~+t,k+l ~-C(xk+a)nK~k+. ~ . Finally, Ki.~+l = 
CK~k(Xk+I) D C~:~(D), and so (iii) holds, which completes the proof. | 
The remainder of the proof of Proposition 4 is essentially the same as part of 
the proof of Theorem D of [3]. As O.,~(G) ~- 1, we can choose finite subgroups 
G i of G, with Gi C Gi+l for all i, and U Gi ~ G, such that Gin  O~,~(Gi+l) ~- 1. 
Put Ki ~ (O~,(Gj) ]j ~ i). By Lemma 5, there exists n such that the rank of 
Ai/CA~(Ki) is at most n, for all i. Choose X C A such that X is finite of rank 
n + 1. Then there exists 1 @ x ~ X with x ~ C(Ki) for infinitely many i. By 
omitting some of the Gi, we may assume that x ~ G1 and x ~ C(Ki) for all i. 
Put N=(x° ) .  Then N=UNi ,  where Ni=(x  al) (i~N). We have 
Ni C C(K,), and so Li := Ni n K, C Z(N~). In fact L~ -~ O,,(N~), and so 
O~,,,(Ni) = Li × Mi, where M~ = O~(Ni). As Ni is w-separable, we have 
Cn,(Mi) C_Li × Mi. As N<3 G and O~.~,(G)= 1, we have O~.(N)= 1 
and so, by Proposition 3, N has an abelian ~r'-subgroup B of infinite rank. Put 
Bi=BnNi .  We have Nit'30~,~(N,+I) CGinO~,~(G~+I) = 1, and so 
Bin  (Li+ a × Mi+l) = 1, and Bi acts faithfully on Mi+l. We can now apply 
Lemma 5 to N = [,J Ni,  with Bi in place of Ai and ]i :~ (M~ Ij ~ i+  1) 
in place of K i , and with rr and ~r' interchanged. This yields a contradiction, 
which completes the proofs of Proposition 4 and the theorem. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
This example is constructed by using a certain module M for H ~- A 4 , 
which we shall now describe. Let 
H : ( t ,  u, v l t2 :uS  : [t ,  u] : v 3= 1, t ~ : u,  u ~ : tu ) ,  
and let M be an elementary abelian 3-group with generators x1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , 
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where the action of H on M is as follows. H C C(x0, x2 t ~- x2, x3 t ~ x~ 1 
x4 t =x~ -1,x2 ~ =x~ -1,x3 ~ =x 3,x4 u =x~ -1,x~ ~ ~x 3,x3 ~ =x~,andx4 v~x 2 
We now define G.  to be the semidirect product of a moduleL~ by a group K~ 
where Kn is a direct product H~I × ". × H~. of n copies of H, where H~i ha, 
generators t~ ,  u~i and v~i, corresponding to t, u, and v, and Ln is a direc 
product of a.  :=  n(n -- 1)/2 -[- 1 copies of M.1 @ M.~ @ "" @ M. . ,  when 
Mnt is an H.i-module, and H,~ acts on M.i  as H acts on M. Thus L~ is a1 
elementary abelian 3-group with generators X~l, ...z. ~ , 1 ~ li ~ 4, 1 ~ k ~ a,~ 
where each H~i acts on the ith subscript as H acts on M. (Thus, for example 
H~I _C C(xl~ ...~.k) , and x2~ ...~. ~ = x3z ...1.~, for all l 2 ,..., l~, k. In particular 
x11...1~ _C Z(G.), for all k.) 
Now we define a monomorphism ¢. :  G.--+ G.+I ,  as follows. (t~i)¢. = 
t.+~.i, (".3 ¢ .  = u.+~.~, 
(¢dni) ¢n  = ~)n+l,iX11...11bXli...lgbX11...13bX11...14b , 
whereb~an+i ,  fo r l  ~ i~n,  and 
(x,1...1.~)¢. = X,l...,.l~xz~...1.~kX,l...,.3kxl~...~., k . 
It can be checked that ¢,~ is indeed a monomorphism, using the fact th~ 
v~i,i(v.~ ) ¢.  centralizes Im(¢.). 
G is defined to be the direct limit of the system (Gn, ~n)" Then we have monc 
morphisms @,,: G~ --+ G, with ~b~b~+ 1 = ~b~ for all n. Each G~ = 03,2,3(G~) an 
(Oa(G~))¢.~ C O3(G~+~) and (O~,~(G~))¢,, C_ O3,z(Gn+x). It follows that G= 
O3.2.~(G), where (O3(G~)) ~b~ C O3(G ) and (Oa,~(G~)) ~b,, C O~,z(G ). In fae 
Oa(G) and Oz,2(G ) are limits of the systems (O3(G.) , ¢.) and (O3,~(G.) , q~. 
respectively. Furthermore, G/Oz(G) is a direct product of countably man 
copies of H. Thus G/O3(G ) and hence G has uncountably many Sylow 3-su[ 
groups, and so they cannot be all conjugate. 
We wish to prove that G satisfies ~3~R~ ~ with ¢r = {3}. This will follow from t[ 
following fact: whenever H is a nontrivial finite ~-subgroup of G and K is a ~r 
subgroup of G with [H, K] ~- 1, then K is finite. We may assume that H = (t 
is cyclic, with h @ 1, and then h ~ (G~)~b~ for some m. We claim that K 
(G,~) 4~,  which will complete the proof. Suppose not. Then, for some n > t 
there exists k ~ K with k ~ (G.) ~b. --  (G~_I) @._~. Thus k = (t..tx) @. 
(u..tx) 4~., or (t . .u. . tx) ¢ . ,  for some t ~ (t.~, U.x .... , t.,._~, u . . . .  1) ar 
x ~ O~(G.), We shall assume that k = (t..tx) @,~, the other cases being simila 
By replacing h and k by conjugates, we may assume that h = (vy) ¢ . ,  whe 
v ~ ((v._i. ~ .... , v._1,._1)) q~._~ and y ~ (O~(G._I)) ~.-1.  Thus, by using tl 
commutator laws, we have 
1 = [tnntx, vy] = [t.n , y]t~[tn. , v]ut~[t, y]~[t, v]W[x, y][x, v] v 
= [t . . ,  y]t[t.n , v]t[t, y][t, v]U~[x, v] 
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(as [tnn , v] c 03(G~) , which is abelian). All terms except It, v] vx lie in 03(G, )  , 
and [t, v] E ( t~l  , u~l ,..., tnn , un~). Thus  It, v] yx = 1. I f  v :/: 1, then [tnn , v] 
involves a term xll...13k, for some k > a,,_ 1 , but none of the other commutators 
in the product can involve such a term. Hence v = 1 and 1 - -  [tn,,, y]t[t, y].  
Now if y =/: 1, then [tn~ , y]* is a nontrivial product of terms of the form 
xzl...,,3kxh...z,4k , but It, y] is a product of terms of the form x~l...~,lk .." x~1...~,4~. 
This  is impossible, so y : 1 and hence h ----- 1, contrary to assumption. 
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